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Learning @ home with The Orchard’s School Statement
We know that for many of our families ‘learning @ home’ feels extremely challenging. It is important
to remember that in the context of this learning we are not expecting parents to become teachers.
What we are asking is that they go on a journey with us. A journey to find out how their child can
learn at home and what that learning may look like.
We will not be insisting that any family opts into the ‘learning @ home’ offer that The Orchard’s
School has created. However we would ask that you support families in seeing the benefits of
supporting learning at home. It is important to remember that learning can be in based in many,
many different contexts. As educationalists you are ideally placed to help families think about what
next steps may look like & how we may support children to practice the skills they need to take
those next steps. Our approach to multi-agency working and parents as partners has never been
more important than just now.
Why is learning from home important?






EHCPs are legal documents which lay out what learning a child should be doing
Learning is important in mental health. Success is good for us!
Our children need overlearning opportunities – they do not get this time back.
It will be fun & bring families together!
A learning community is important.

‘Working alongside parents at this time is a privilege. If we get this right it will provide us with an
opportunity to really support our families to go on a journey of understanding how their children
access their learning’
EHC Plans, the law & target setting
Although the Coronavirus 2020 Act did grant the Secretary of State the right to dissolve the legal
requirements of EHCP’s currently this has not been actioned. At The Orchard’s School we will be
working under the best endeavours aspect of the guidance. We will endeavour to provide children
with their entitlement as detailed within EHCP’s but this will be balanced with the risk of children
physically attending school.







The Orchards believes in holistic and highly personalised approaches. This is very
transferable into home setting.
Our children’s EHCP’s will help inform the learning that children will complete whilst at
home.
Principles of our learning cycle remain the same. Target setting, evidence gathering,
assessment and next steps planning are all still relevant. As are multi-disciplinary
intervention where concerns are raised.
Our priority learning model has NEVER been more relevant – lean on and into it now.
Target setting will take place in conjunction with families.
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Home Learning Intention Maps (HLIMs)



PLIMS have been set by the class teacher for each child based on their EHCP outcomes.
As part of the Home Learning Package each child will be set work based on their PLIMS
targets and a home based target. This should be a target around a specific area of
development for the family e.g. sharing space with a sibling, washing routine, toileting,
emotional regulation around use of the x box, etc.)

Please see an example of the HLIM

Daily Suggested Timetables
This will be set by pathway lead to ensure consistency across the pathway.




They will include a mix of online activities, supported learning, creative projects and as much
PLAY as possible.
It must allow children to fulfil the learning detailed in EHCPs.
It may include therapeutic input (still working on this with OT & SALT).

(Please see suggested timetables in appendix 1)
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Learning MUST still be GREAT!
As specialist educators you have fabulous problem solving and creative thinking skills. Use these to
plan exciting, engaging and manageable activities for families. Think about using items found in
homes; pots and pans, cushions, blankets & towels, outside space (if family have it), socks and shoes.
All these items and many, many more can be repurposed to provide learning opportunities.






We should use the same ‘great’ practice that we would if children were attending school.
Learning should be practical, fun and engaging where possible.
Be creative about resources that families may already have and ask if you are unsure what is
at home
Whilst online learning has value IT CAN NOT BE THE MAIN SOURCE. Our children need
people!
Any online learning must be safe – you need to ensure parents know how to ensure it is.

Daily/Weekly Plans





Parents will be provided with a daily/weekly plan of ‘opt in’ activities. These need to be high
quality and PERSONALISED.
Links to school website etc. should be included for ease.
Activities should link directly to targets set.
Each family need to receive a video message from teacher or TA each week. This can
introduce learning & help children stay connected to you.
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School Website





There will be a bank of resources added to the school website.
EYFS will be uploading ‘Play’ based activities which will include a video of how to play and
communication boards.
Riverside / Meadows will be looking at visually supported ‘How I can help’ tasks.
Woodland will be managing the online learning menu.

https://www.theorchards.trafford.sch.uk/home-learning
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